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Abstract: Threat hunting relies on cyber threat intelligence to perform active hunting of prospective 
attacks instead of waiting for an attack to trigger some pre-configured alerts. Cyber threat intelligence 
on past attacks may help with attack reconstruction and the prediction of the course of an ongoing 
attack by providing deeper understanding of the tools and attack patterns used by attackers. We 
present AttackDB, a multi-level threat knowledge base that combines data from multiple threat 
intelligence sources to associate high-level ATT&CK techniques with IT artifacts specified in 
behavioral malware reports. AttackDB helps with both inference of hypothetical Indicators of Attack 
(IoAs) - sets of TTPs presumably associated with an ongoing attack - and data collection targeted to 
confirm or refute a large set of hypotheses. The attack hypothesis generator relies on knowledge 
graph traversal algorithms and a variety of link prediction methods to automatically infer the IoAs from 
a set of observable artifacts. Targeted data collection is modeled as a multi-armed bandits (MAB) 
problem to balance between exploration and exploitation of the collected data while searching for 
forensic information related to the yet unknown attack. 
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